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The Society is now on Twitter! Follow us on @WarwickNatHist
Dramatic hailstorm on February 24th followed by a Red Admiral feeding on snowdrops in the
garden today.
25th February
RT
My apologies for wrong ID of little egret at Chesterton in a previous Snippets based on brief and
distant glimpse before dog walker disturbance. On 24 February, we made a verification visit to
Chesterton in chilly and windy sunshine after a hail shower. This weather may have helped to
reduce other walkers and improve bird sightings. First, a redwing flock between bushes and
ground, with blackbirds, a mistle thrush and 2 green woodpeckers were feeding on a lower field.
Then, past Kingston Manor there is a sheltered dark pool with trees on three sides high above a
snowdrop copse. 2 canada geese, one sitting, were in front of 3 grey and 1 white heron on the
lakeside, while a calm flotilla of 5 male (some tinted pink) and 7 female goosander drifted on the
water. The white heron stretched a long thin neck, moved and turned nonchalantly when
approached by a grey heron, to later stalk into shaded bushes. These moves revealed that it was
the same size as the grey heron and had a yellow bill, so was, in fact, a great egret, probably a
juvenile or non-breeding adult. Eventually it flew with majestic heavy wingbeats like an angel
coming to get us, while a Nazgul type cormorant flew high above it.
Male blackcap and male and female reed buntings still feeding on the Radford Road. There is a
useful wintering blackcap article in BTO News Winter 2021.
25th February
LS
26 February. On a cold but sunny day we climbed Leckhampton Hill,
Cheltenham.
Just below the summit we found two Tortoiseshell butterflies flying
round an old limestone quarry area. They had obviously overwintered
and the sun had tempted them into emerging too early.
We wondered if they had spent the winter in the nearby crags. There
are no other buildings there. We reported this early sighting to the
Gloucestershire butterfly recorder.
RD
HS2 is a major problem to us - we expect them to invade further in the next two or three months
but they appear to have driven at least one deer onto our patch, which can spook the horses.
We don’t know if it is a Fallow or Roe, but has small antlers.
A big event for us last year was the arrival of house-sparrows, and a kind friend has put up a few
more boxes for them. We have great fun with the robin(s) which attack us when mixing the
horses feeds! They don’t mind us feeding them though! They bred behind a notice board close
by last year. We also have a male blackbird with white spots all over its head, and a wagtail often
joins the group. We also seem to have a tame male pheasant, who comes each morning along
with coots, moorhens and geese in the pond across the field.
27th February
FP
.../

We saw a Red Kite at Baddesley Clinton on the morning of 15th February over part of the
woodland. Interestingly, last spring (2021) we had one sitting in a tree in the same area on one
occasion and circling round on a later date. This winter we have seen several small flocks of
Redwing but hardly any Fieldfare.
GH
A pair of Egyptian Geese have been seen regularly on the
Warwickshire Golf Course in recent days. Egyptian Geese
are from the Nile Valley and Sub-Saharan Africa, but
having been introduced as ornamental species to parks
and gardens here, they are now breeding in the wild in
Eastern England and spreading into the Midlands.
(Picture by LB)
27th February

RT

The latest RSPB newsletter reveals that it is not unknown for up to 12 Wrens to
appear from a nestbox on a cold and frosty morning, huddling together overnight
to keep warm. The record is believed to be an incredible 61 Wrens in one box!!
We read in the latest WNHS Snippets about the fencing of part of St. Mary's Lands to encourage
Skylarks and Meadow Pipits, so we decided to go and have a look. We went on a nice sunny
morning on Saturday 26th February and were in the vicinity of the fenced area between about
10.30 am & 11.15am. There were at least of 4 singing Skylarks - 2 more or less over the fenced
area and 2 over the rough grass between the fence area and the fenced off deep pool/rushes
area. There were also 3 Meadow Pipits flying about in this latter area, but not singing or
displaying in any way.
28th February
GH
Cambridge University Botanic Garden
The coach dropped us near the ‘Backs’ where the grounds of
some colleges meet the Cam and we strolled into the town in
search of the Tourist Information Centre and something to eat.
Reaching the Market Square, we stopped a passing cyclist who
turned out to be a tourist guide who recommended a suitable
eatery in a church and told us the TIC was shut on a Sunday!
Suitably refreshed we set forth to the University Botanic
Garden, which was founded in 1846, two centuries after Oxford.
It was a beautiful sunny day for February and we made our way
through the grounds to an area devoted to winter plants, where
the perfume of the Daphnes pervaded the air, with the
background song of a robin.

Well worth a visit.
28th February

DR
.../

20th February – Following the storms of Friday and Sunday, I had 68 frogs in the pond and by
Tuesday 22nd February the frog spawn had appeared.
On the 26th February, I noticed the first Lesser Celandines coming out at Sherbourne, together
with wild Primroses near Bowshoot Wood at Compton Verney on the 27th February.
28th February
MJ R
A welcome Spring sight on our walk
around Shrewley today!
1st March
LW

The gorgeous sun on February 22nd enticed female
hoverflies Eristalis tenax out to feed at a variety of
early spring flowers as shown in the first collage. No
males or more likely I did not spot one.

More surprising on that day, an early appearance of
the ginger-coloured, male Hairy-footed flower bee,
Anthophora plumipes. First one recorded in the garden
last year on March 13th. The female has a black body
and reddish orange scopal hairs on the back legs and
she arrived on March 23rd 2021.
The male announces his arrival by darting back and
forth at dizzying speed and a louder and faster buzz
than a honeybee. Patience is needed hoping he will
rest for a minute or feed so you can get a photo. He
along with a Queen Buff-tailed bee and 7-spot ladybird
are in the second collage.
1st March
SG
Watching the animal-life in Jephson Gardens,
such a lovely sunny afternoon.
2nd March
M and B

Taking a nap

Waking up

Wide awake

Squirrel enjoying
Crocus
Why does this young swan
sit beneath the cascade?

.../

A beautiful tree in blossom on Newbold Comyn on Monday,
although I'm not sure what it is.
2nd March
KB

These visitors arrived in 2018. The ‘wild’ geese don’t
usually come into our yard to be fed, but as well as
other ‘hangers on’ are a small gang of stock doves
and moorhens (surprisingly athletic in perching 10 15 ft. up trees).
A pair of mallard arrived on our own pond recently, and today’s treat was a brambling on the
bird table - not every year we see them. We usually have as many goldfinches as other birds (blue
tit / great tit and solo coal tit) - perpetual display on Niger seed but haven’t seen Bullfinches for
years, and no yellowhammers yet this year. I suspect the two geese shown are from Kenilworth /
Brandon Marsh / Quinton pool colonies.
Does anyone know whether our house sparrows are likely to have nested in dense shrubbery? We
know they have used a bird box for the first time in years, but we seemed to have quite a few last
summer after a complete dearth in previous years.
3rd March
FP
Reading Snippets and hearing about sightings of birds in our gardens, I often wonder what
different populations of birds we get at our feeders depending on the area and types of gardens
we have.
I’m sure we all get a variety of the usual
bird feeder visitors such as robins,
blue-tits, great-tits and coal-tits.
On a regular basis we see the blackcap,
nuthatch and the greedy fat-ball eaters,
two or three starlings.
Around the base of the feeders, happily
hovering up any dropped seeds, come
the dunnocks, blackbirds, pigeons and
magpies.
Very occasionally we get exciting visits
from a couple of goldfinches and a
siskin.
In April 2021 making its first appearance
in about 20 years, a solitary green finch.
House sparrows are new to our
feeders.
A continuing sadness for us is the diminishing size in flocks of long-tailed tits. We used to get
about 10 to 12 flying in to feed. Now we are lucky to see one.
4th March
SG
.../

Friends of Abbey Fields, together with Steven Falk, have carried out a study of
invertebrates living in the Fields which has uncovered some amazing findings.
670 species were identified of which four appear to be first records in the
Warwickshire area. 72 varieties of bees were identified.
Invertebrates are crucial for biodiversity and the eco-system, and the Friends of
Abbey Fields want to build up information about the whole range of animal and
plant life in the Fields. The study was supported by Warwick District Council and
Kenilworth Town Council and the report is available at
http://friendsofabbeyfields.org.uk/insects-in-abbey-fields
(Leamington Courier 4th March)

Magpie finds the fat balls too tempting from below.
5th March
SG

The beginnings of a dawn chorus very much in evidence over the last few days. We even had a
mini chorus for a couple of weeks at the end of January consisting of a robin, a blackbird and a
thrush.
7th March
LD
8 March 2022 Red admiral butterfly seen twice in Radford Road garden.
9 March 2022 Sun and chill wind for spring at Chesterton- white violets and
celandines under hedge and skylarks singing over fields beyond Church Pool and
up the hill to the Manor. Half way up hill we watched two chiffchaff for 5+ minutes
as they compulsively fed and fluttered on small roadside trees, coming very close for
clear views and one even making a dull, subdued 'chiff' call.
The question is: are they overwinterers at this known overwintering site or are they migrants? The
recent south eastern winds, their frantic feeding oblivious of our near presence and closeness to
the mid March migrant date given by Banbury Ornithological Society reports suggests migrants.
Can anyone advise or know of a fall of chiffchaffs in the area?
10th March
LS
Around mid-morning today, I said to my wife, Marie, "It's a nice day, we should keep our eyes
open for our first butterfly of the spring". Ten seconds later a Brimstone flew past our kitchen
window!
10th March
AA

A sunny morning at Brandon Marsh watching
Little Egret, Oystercatchers, Shovelers and Gadwall.
10th March
LW
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